Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Non-turnover peak of FNR is observed on the left in the oxidative scan, and it increases more at higher scan rate compared to the NADPH oxidation peak on the right.
Other conditions: MES 25 mM, TAPS 25 mM buffer solution pH 8.0, 20 °C, solution purged with Ar before measurement.
pH changes and coverage
To observe FNR coverage changes with pH, a single film of FNR on ITO/PGE was made and voltammograms were recorded to measure the coverage in pH 9. Then a buffer exchange was conducted to change the cell solution to pH 8, keeping the same FNR film, and the coverage was again measured before changing the solution back to pH 9. This was repeated successively with lower pH values until pH 5, resulting in Figure S .3 which shows results of two separate experiments. After the first pH change, the FNR coverage always decreased when the film was taken to a lower pH, but partial recovery was observed when returning the film to higher pH.
This indicates that the FNR binding to ITO is weaker at low pH, but the FNR molecules are not totally desorbed from the ITO layer. The recovery in the coverage at pH 9 can be interpreted as FNR molecules that became loosely bound or bound in the inactive configuration at low pH (thus not contributing to the non-turnover peak signal) were returned to the active bound state when the ITO surface is more negative. 
